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Jesse Kamm and Luke Brower love the neighborhood they live in for 
the community pride and their friendly, helpful neighbors. “Mount 
Washington is a strange and wonderful hippie hideaway with beautiful 
architecture, breathtaking mountains, nature reserves and views to die 
for,” says Jesse, a fashion designer. “I never thought I could raise a child 
in Los Angeles until I found this place.” Although they adore their 
California house, they spend most of the summer months living in their 
second home in Isla Carenero, Panama. “Living in Panama brings us 
closer to nature and makes us so aware of our consumption,” she says. 
“We wanted to bring that ethos of sustainable living back to our life in 
Los Angeles.” Jesse and Luke began by outfitting the L.A. home they 
share with their son, Julien, with a recycling device that directs gray 
water out to the yard for landscape watering, an efficient water-heating 
system and a flat roof that will accommodate the photovoltaic solar 
panel unit they plan on installing soon. The house was built in 1949 and 
originally functioned as a mountain retreat; its interior feels like a mid-
century lodge, but its location on a hill among a canopy of palm and 
conifer trees reminds them of their house in Panama. “The way it opens 
up onto the decks and patios gives a real sense of indoor-outdoor living, 
which is perfect for the weather in California,” she says. “We love the 

way the living room, dining room, music nook and kitchen all feel like 
one space but are separate and distinct at the same time.” Although Jesse 
and Luke left most of the house untouched, they adapted it by building 
new pinewood doors, painting the walls white and converting one of the 
bedrooms into a studio for Jesse to work on her clothing designs. She’s 
operated out of a combined live-work space for more than 10 years now, 
but it still takes lots of practice and a strong will to separate the two.  
“I make a real effort to shut down the computers, turn off my phone 
and close the studio doors when I decide I’m done working for the 
day,” she says. The minimalist aesthetic that characterizes her self-titled  
label is also reflected in her lifestyle choices, from her essentialist  
philosophy on interior decorating to her keen awareness of her family’s 
consumption habits. “I came from a home where I learned about creating 
beauty from very little, as my parents’ house was simple, efficient and 
geared toward practicality,” Jesse says. “Anytime I have the instinct to get 
‘tricky,’ whether it’s with my collection or a design choice in our house,  
I think long and hard about what value it really adds.”

In the following essay on page 186, Jesse talks in greater depth about her 
philosophy on sustainable living.
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Above Left: Luke’s father and Jesse’s mother each designed 
one of the bowls on the bench in the background. 

Above Right: Julien loves surfing, hiking with his parents and 
playing with Jesse’s old Lego bricks, which he transforms into 
all sorts of amazing vehicles and dwellings. He has quite an  
imagination, and Jesse and Luke enjoy going along for the ride.
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Left: Luke and Jesse built the daybed in this room. Her vintage 
drafting lamp reminds her of her father’s drafting table. 

Above: Some of Jesse’s favorite books are New Fashion  
Japan by Leonard Koren, Irving Penn Regards the Work of Issey 
Miyake by Irving Penn and Georgia O’Keeffe and the Camera: 
The Art of Identity by Susan Danly.

Following Pages: The family loves to go surfing together. Their  
wetsuits were designed by Vissla and Xcel and the camp stools 
are from Kalon Studios and Nico Nico’s Wilderness Collection.
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